MOBILE & BUDGET LIVE STREAMING PACKAGES
Starting from scratch? Maybe you have a few items but don’t know how to put the pieces together?
Here are some basic packages of equipment needed to livestream your church services. Use this
equipment with your streaming platform preference to share your church experience from almost
anywhere.
Side Note: There are sooo many ways to do streaming. The same basic principles apply
for many technology established churches, however you may just have more cameras,
more complex audio or higher end equipment. If you have a question, please email us, we
would be glad to help! media@ag.org

MOBILE STREAM SINGLE CAMERA AND ENCODER
This is for the group streaming from home, mobile church, or where the number of
components needs to be limited. Don’t forget your cables to connect it all!
1. Canon VIXIA HF G21 Full HD Camcorder ‐ $999
The Canon VIXIA HF G21 Full HD Camcorder captures 1920 x 1080 Full HD video using a
1/2.84", 2.9MP HD CMOS Pro image sensor, and a 20x optical/400x digital zoom lens. Mini
HDMI Output.
2. Mini HDMI Cable ‐ $10
Use a standard Mini HDMI cable to output your video from the camera to the encoder.
3. Manfrotto Compact RC2 200PL Tripod ‐ $89
Any good tripod will do. Use this compact tripod for stabilizing your camcorder and doing an
occasional pan.
4. Yamaha MG06 6 Channel Mixer – $99
With 2 XLR inputs and 2 stereo instrument inputs, this small compact mixer still backs dual
outputs and phantom power.
5. ¼” Mono to 1/8” Stereo cable ‐ $15
Use this with the mixer to output your main line level audio mix to the stereo input on your
Canon Vixia HF G21.
6. Teradek Vidu ‐ starts at $699
There are many options for stand alone encoders. Teradek is a great company and name in
the industry. Check with your streaming platform for compatibility.

MOBILE STREAM SINGLE CAMERA AND TB2 COMPUTER
This is for the group streaming from home, mobile church, or where the number of
components needs to be limited. Requires a Thunderbolt 2 compatible computer not
shown. Don’t forget your cables to connect it all!
1. Canon VIXIA HF G21 Full HD Camcorder ‐ $999
The Canon VIXIA HF G21 Full HD Camcorder captures 1920 x 1080 Full HD video using a
1/2.84", 2.9MP HD CMOS Pro image sensor, and a 20x optical/400x digital zoom lens. Mini
HDMI Output.
2. Mini HDMI Cable ‐ $10
Use a standard Mini HDMI cable to output your video from the camera to the encoder.
3. Manfrotto Compact RC2 200PL Tripod ‐ $89
Any good tripod will do. Use this compact tripod for stabilizing your camcorder and doing an
occasional pan.
4. Yamaha MG06 6 Channel Mixer – $99
With 2 XLR inputs and 2 stereo instrument inputs, this small compact mixer still backs dual
outputs and phantom power.
5. ¼” Mono to 1/8” Stereo cable ‐ $15
Use this with the mixer to output your main line level audio mix to the stereo input on your
Canon Vixia HF G21.
6. Blackmagic Design Ultra Studio Mini Recorder ‐ $145
Pocket size video input for your computer. HDMI and SDI input. Thunderbolt 2 computer or
Thunderbolt 2 to 3 adapter required.

